We use Galerkin finite element method (GFEM) to solve second order linear and nonlinear boundary value problems (BVPs). Keyword: Galerkin finite element method, nonlinear boundary value problem.
Introduction
Numerical methods play a vital role in science and engineering in terms of solving and analyzing problems. Solutions to scientific and engineering problems can be achieved more easily by numerical method with the help of computers. So the importance of numerical analysis is increasing day by day, because most of the natural phenomena can be described by differential equations with varying boundary conditions easily, but the solutions of which cannot be obtained analytically except very simple cases. To solve these problems, we use several methods such as Finite Difference Method (FDM), Galerkin Method, Collocation Method, Least Square Method, Sub-domain Method [1] , Adomian Decomposition Method [2] , Shooting Method [3] etc.
Prior to its conception, the finite difference method held a dominant position in the numerical solution of continuum problem. But it gives value at particular points only and cannot be used to evaluate the values at the desired points between two grid points. Without that it takes more computational cost for getting higher accuracy. For this limitations of the FDM, people start to use Galerkin Method, Collocation Method and Least Square Method for solving differential equations. These methods employ trial functions which must satisfy the boundary conditions. This is little easy in simple problems but in real life problems it is too tough to find these types of trial functions.
So in recent years, Galerkin Finite Element Method (GFEM) [5] is becoming very much popular technique for obtaining approximate solutions to the ordinary differential equations and the partial differential equations that arise in science and engineering applications. Because GFEM gives a polynomial at each point instead of value, so it can give value at any point within the domain. To apply GFEM, no need to convert the boundary value problems into initial value problems. In this method one can easily use the finite element shape functions instead of trial functions. It is a general technique for constructing approximate solutions to the boundary value problems. For this reason GFEM is widely used in solving differential equations.
Islam et al. [4] use Galerkin finite element method for solving initial boundary value problems of differential equations. Bhatti and Bracken [6] solved the nonlinear BVP with only Diritchlet boundary conditions which is limited within first order, where Islam and Shirin [7] solved the linear and nonlinear boundary value problems by using Galerkin Method with the help of Bernoulli polynomials.
To the best of our knowledge, none have solved the nonlinear boundary value problems with all boundary conditions by Galerkin finite element method yet. So in this paper, our main concern is to solve the nonlinear boundary value problems with all boundary conditions by using Galerkin finite element method.
Finite Element Formulation for Second Order Linear BVPs
Let us consider the general second order boundary value problem [5] 
whose boundary conditions are
where ( ) or and ( ) or are specified numbers. Let us divide the domain ≤ ≤ into sub-domains. Let the typical trial solution of an element [ ] be given by
Here represents the independent variable in the problem. The functions ( ) are known as the trial functions or standard basis functions [5] . The coefficients are to be determined, parameters 
Integrating first term by parts and after simple modification, we get the following form 
If we take the quadratic shape functions, then the bilinear form and the linear functional are computed element by element as follows
, … … … . ,
After computing for all elements and assembling, we finally get the system of equation of the form 
The resulting formal expression is called the element equations. Solving the system of equations (6), we will find the values of , , , . . . . . . . . , . Then putting these values into equation (3), we will obtain the piece-wise polynomial for each element.
The solution of equation (6) will be unique, if is a non-singular matrix. In order to ensure that is non-singular, the basis functions must be linearly independent. By definition, a set of functions ( ) ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) is linearly independent if ( ) = 0 implies that = 0 for = 1, 2, . . . , . It is easy to show that ( ) are linearly independent since no shape function can be expressed as the scaler multiple of other shape function.
Finite Element Formulation for Second Order Non-linear BVPs
Consider the radiation fin. The fin is assumed to liberate heat to its surrounding only through radiation. By using the one-dimensional form of the energy equation, the following nonlinear BVP is obtained for the solution of the temperature distribution [13]
(0) = 1 and =
Then following the above procedure, we finally get the compact form
, , = 1, 2, … … … … … given by
,
where , , = 1, 2, … … … , Assembling those matrices following the above procedure, we find a nonlinear system of equation whose matrix form is
which gives × stiffness matrix. For finding initial values of , we neglect the nonlinear term from equation (11), then the equation (11) becomes
Then we can find the initial values of coefficients solving equation (12) by the method described in the previous section. After getting the values of , we substitute into equation (11) and starts Picard iteration [8] . The iteration process will continue until we find the desired accurate values of . Then substituting the values of into equation (3), we get a piece-wise polynomial with variables for each element. Now we can compare this results with the exact results.
By using collocation method with the Haar wavelets, Siraj-ul-Islam et al. [13] have found a numerical result, which is given in Table 1 . Here we use = 0.5, = 60, = 0.05 and = 0.1. From table 1, we observe in the present method, we just use only 31 nodes with 20 iterations, where Siraj-ul-Islam [13] used 256 nodes. 
Convergence Analysis
Let us consider the general second order boundary value problem
with boundary conditions
To obtain an approximate solution of equation (13a), we construct a finite dimensional subspace of ( )and select a trial solution
where ( )satisfies the boundary conditions, i.e
( ) = ( ) = 0
The family of functions that can be written in this way will be denoted by ( ). The functions ( ), called basis functions, will be defined such that ( ) ⊂ ( ), where, ( ) is the energy space. Here the number is the dimension of ( ), denotes the number of elements and denotes the length of kth element.
Our main goal is to minimize the error of approximate result in the energy norm. In the following discussion, we will denote the exact solution by and the approximate solution by . We have to find ( ) such that ( , ) = ( ) for all ∈ ( ). Where B is a bilinear form on ( ) × ( ) .
Theorem 1
The error of approximation ∶= − is orthogonal to all test functions in ( )in the following sense [11] 
This is a basic property of the error of approximation, known as the Galerkin orthogonality.
Proof
Since ( ) ⊂ ( ) then,
Subtracting (17) from (16), we get
Which is the equation (15).

Theorem 2
The GFEM will select the coefficients of the basis functions in such a way that the energy norm of the error || || will be minimum [11] . i.e.
Proof
The error of approximate solution is ∶= − .
For an arbitrary ∈ ( ), || || ≠ 0, we have from the definition of energy norm
Now since ( , ) = 0 ∀ ∈ ( ) from the preceding theorem and
Then from equation (19), we get
Hence proved.
This theorem shows that the selection ( ) is of crucial importance, since the error of approximation is determined by ( ). This theorem also shows that if happens to lie in ( ) then = . Furthermore, the theorem shows that if we construct a sequence of finite element spaces ⊂ ⊂ . . . . ⊂ and compute the corresponding finite element solutions ( 1) , (2) , . . . , ( ) then the error measured in the energy norm will decrease monotonically with respect to increasing .
Numerical Examples and Results
In this section, we consider four nonlinear problems to verify the proposed method described in section 3. All the computations are performed by MATLAB. The error of the approximate solutions are estimated by
Where ( ) is the exact solution and ( ) is the approximate solution.
Example 1:
Here we consider a nonlinear boundary value problem with Diritchlet Boundary
Conditions. This problem arises in the finite deflections of an elastic string under a transverse load [9] = w we consider uation is the w lows [12] in Finite Elemen u(0) = 0 and u n is The results are depicted in Fig 8 and 9 . We can see that Wazwaz [10] found maximum accuracy 2.48497479  10 -7 by taking up to 14 terms of his series solution where we find maximum accuracy 1.32498612  10 -12 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided a detail formulation for Generalized Galerkin finite element method for the case of both linear and nonlinear boundary value problems with convergence analysis. We have also given the solutions of three nonlinear second order BVPs with Diritchlet, Neumann and Robin boundary conditions and one nonlinear Eigen Value problem. The method has been applied directly without using the linearization or any other restrictive assumptions. In each example, we have compared the approximate results obtained by the proposed method with the exact solution and have found an excellent agreement. All results are depicted graphically as well as in tabular form. From these results, we can conclude that GFEM can be applied as a general technique to find the numerical solution of nonlinear BVPs instead of finite difference method, Galerkin method and Collocation method with haar wavelets. This proposed method can also be applied to solve the higher order nonlinear BVPs and partial differential equations.
